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Summer  
 
Sitting outside  
Under a tree  
Making happiness  
Making memories  
Enjoying summer  
Relaxing fun!  
 
Justė Bogužaitė 

 

 
Holidays 
 
How we ran into the dunes and swallowed sand  
Others in the morning, drinking the cold dew from 
the trees  
Look, we started gnawing without even making a 
mistake  
I look back, but I know I won’t come back  
Days, when spring again kisses rowan and fuzz  
And when the wind ceases and joy swells over the 
soul and the fields  
Yours chest worry will take in the expanses of 
dunes  
So come back to me and say, "This land is 
beautiful to me."  
 
Eglė Bracaitė 

 
 
Darkness 
 
Dim the light 
Around us 
Retreating of the Sun 
Knowledge of the sunrise 
Not comforting at all 
Each must find their 
Shelter 
Seeing times of darkness through 
 
Edgaras Juodris 

 

 
Palanga 
Patient, understanding towards others 
Artistic, you create things of beauty 
Limitless, once you set your heart on something 
Affable, so easy to like 
Neat, carefully organized 
Golden, you glow of goodness 
Altruistic, putting others before self 
 
Edgaras Juodris 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Restaurant 
 
Ready to have a snack?  
Everywhere you look you see food  
So which table are going to book?  
Tired of walking all the day?  
At a restaurant your problems will go away  
Unless you see that check and run away  
Restaurants can be nice  
And get ready for some spice  
Now get a drink, and get some ice  
That feels really nice  
 
Aistis Miežetis 

 
Sand 
 
So many footsteps on it  
At night they disappear  
Nobody knows where they go  
Dancing in the wind  
 
The sea 
 
Treasures that lay below it  
House to a lot of life  
Everyone loves it  
Seagulls make it alive  
Everyone’s favorite it becomes  
At the sunrise  
 
Aistis Miežetis 

 
 
Beach 
 
Before I go to sleep  
Every day I go to the beach  
Again and again I watch the stars  
Carrying the light of the dark  
How lovely.  
 
Sand 
 
Sun is shining in the sky  
And the beach is crowded  
Now I’m so sad  
Drowning alone in the sand  
 
Eivilė Mockutė 

 
Tourists 
 
Tourists come by and leave  
Our little town near the sea  
Umbrellas are left back at home  
Realizing they are here all alone  
I hope we will enjoy  
Sunny days and even more  
Today is about happiness  
So forget all about the sadness.  
 
Parks 
 
People walking  
Around the park  
Remembering what needs to be done  
Knowing that they have time  
Silently enjoying their free time  
 
Eivilė Mockutė 



 
 
 
 
Summer  
 
Sunny weather  
Unforgettable memories  
Magic nights  
Much love   
Endless good vibes  
Random people met at Basanavičiaus street  
 
Ugnė Norbutaitė 
 

 
Beach  
Bare sand   
Elderly couples walking on beach   
Amazing times  
Chaotic wind  
Happy children  
 
Sand   
 
Sailing on board on sand down the hill  
Always sneakers full of sand  
Natural Earth material  
Desert  
 
Ugnė Norbutaitė 

 

 
 
Seaside 
 
Sun is shining so bright  
Ears are hearing the ocean  
Arms are touching the sand  
Sunset disappears in the dark  
I‘ll see the moonlight in the night  
Do the waves  touch the sky?  
Ending the day with you by my side.  
 
 
Samanta Panumytė 

 

 
 
Sunset 
 
Sun is going down the sea  
Unbelievable view  
Now I can’t see the sunlight, but  I can see the moon  
So much gold  I see in the water  
Evening is getting colder and colder   
The sun wants to replace the moon every morning  
 
 
Sea  
Sunset is shining like stars in the sky  
Even in childhood I  believed I can fly  
At the beach i was thinking that i never want to die  
 
 
Samanta Panumytė 

 
 



 
Sea 
 
Sunny and gorgeous  
Excellent in it’s beauty  
Ambient surroundings  
 
Summer 
 
Smells of trees and beach  
Uplifting tales from the past  
Memorable bridge that reaches the horizon  
Mesmerizing at first glance  
Exotic in nature  
Relaxing from tension   
 
Lukas Pocius 

 
 
 
Museum 
 
Marvelous town  
Uprising sun in the sky  
Silent breeze in the sea  
Enthusiastic people visiting the place  
Upgraded attractions   
Mature fruits  
 
Lukas Pocius 

 


